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CAST
Grizz - an experienced bliblical crime scene investigaor
Rookie - Grizz's young assistant
Luke - a doctor
Peter - leader of the Christians
Ravi - a real estate agent

Props: Sunglasses
Gift note from annanias and Sapphira
Paper that looks like a real estate deed
Basket of expensive looking clothes or items



Enter, DR. LUKE.

ROOKIE

(to Luke)
Do you know anything about the dead duo?

LUKE
Of course, I'm the historian here.

ROOKIE
Historian? Wait, I remember you. Aren't you a doctor? 

GRIZZ
Maybe he doesn't want to admit it, considering he wasn't much help to our vics.

ROOKIE
Maybe you better stick to being a historian, Doc. 

LUKE
True that. It seems people get well or die no matter what I do. God always has his own 
plans.

ROOKIE
So you're saying God killed these people?

LUKE
Yes. Uh… No! Well, in a way.

GRIZZ
Enough double talk. What happened?

LUKE
We true believers were giving all our fortunes to our new fellowship.

GRIZZ
Everybody?

ROOKIE
Everything?



LUKE
We thought so. Until yesterday, when Annanais and Sapphira sold a piece of their property 
for a large sum. 

ROOKIE
Wow, full pockets!

LUKE
Full pockets, empty talk! Annanais told our leader, Peter, that they were donating all of the 
money from the sale. But he lied. 

GRIZZ
Is this Peter guy forcing the folks to fork it over?

LUKE
No! Peter said to him, “You could have given any amount. But you lied to the Holy Spirit.” 
And Annanias died on the spot.

ROOKIE
And the wife?

LUKE
Three hours later, she told Peter the same lie. And then…

ROOKIE

(flinching)
Uh-oh...

LUKE
She died.

ROOKIE
Thought so.

GRIZZ
And the bodies?

LUKE
They were carried off and buried. Everyone was afraid.

ROOKIE
I'm afraid and I wasn't even here! I bet it hurts to fall down dead.
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GRIZZ
So, pretend you're a good doctor and tell us the cause of death. 

LUKE
Each of them was a liar-- 

GRIZZ
--Liar--

ROOKIE
--Pants on Fire?

GRIZZ
So, cause of death was…burning?

LUKE
No. Lying.

GRIZZ
Seems pretty harsh. 

ROOKIE

(hides a little behind Grizz)
And scary! Gosh, everybody lies.

GRIZZ
But not everybody dies from doing it. Highly unusual case. 
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